Aspire Switch 10 E

One device.
Four modes.
Ultimate versatility.
Acer recommends Windows.

Great flexibility
Scratch-resistant design
Long lasting productivity
Acer recommends Windows.

Perfect for school as well as everyday use, the Aspire Switch 10 E brightens students’ life with a versatile approach to study and fun. It matches the full performance of a notebook to the fun of a tablet. It is available in different colours and with a range of accessories.

Aspire Switch 10 E comes with a 10.1-inch display, boasting 1280x800 resolution and featuring wide viewing angle IPS technology for better collaboration and sharing.
Ultimate versatility
Switching across modes has never been easier. Aspire Switch 10 E comes with the new Acer Snap Hinge™ 2 that features a guiding plane. Aligning the two prongs on the top of the hinge with the slits on the bottom of the tablet is swift and you can move across modes effortlessly.

When set in notebook mode, the centre of gravity is low, giving the device more stability when you are using it. Additionally, the keyboard sits at a 5-degree angle and keys are well spaced, so typing whether in the classroom, outdoors or at home has never been more comfortable.

Perfect for learning
Lightweight, slim and flexible, the new Aspire Switch 10 E comes with great tools to make studying more efficient and engaging. It allows not only browsing the web, watching videos, studying and using education apps in the classroom or at home, but also enjoying the familiar Office experience, thanks to the Office Trial. Additionally, you can find a wealth of educational apps and content online.

The Aspire Switch 10 E frees teachers from the blackboard, enabling them to teach from anywhere in the classroom, increasing the level of interaction, interest and learning success. Additionally, teachers can make their lessons more efficient and compelling with Acer Classroom Manager, downloadable from Acer website. This app allows the teacher to monitor each student device, create immersive content, teach individually or in group, check students progress.

Sophisticated design
The sophisticated textile pattern on the top and rear covers of the device creates a truly unique look, while evoking the cosy tactile feel of clothing. Moreover this finish not only prevents scratches improving durability, but it makes the device feel comfortable and stable in your hands.

The Aspire Switch 10 E also comes an optional secure HDD installed in the keyboard, and a range of accessories to enhance flexibility, including wireless mouse, protective film set, and protective sleeve that fits both tablet and keyboard.

Excellent productivity
Powered by the latest Intel® Quad Core processors the Aspire Switch 10 E can easily handle daily school assignments, such as writing essays, study lessons, creating charts, reading textbooks or searching the web for school projects. When it’s time to have fun, it is also fit for fast gaming.

As for battery life, the device works for a whole day in the classroom and then at home for homework and play time before running out of power. In fact, the Aspire Switch 10 E can run for up to 11 hours on a single charge. For complete peace of mind, the Aspire Switch 10 E Features Acer SwitchLock, which fully protects data thanks to its HDD pairing solution.
Some features require Windows 8.1 Update. The update is available through Windows Update. Internet access required; fees may apply.

Impressive entertainment

No matter whether you are working on a challenging maths homework or sharing a video with your friends, the 10.1-inch panel with wide viewing angle IPS technology provides vivid clarity and bright colours from every angle. Featuring Acer Bluelight Shield™ technology to reduce blue light emission, the Aspire Switch 10 E helps to protect students’ eyes.

The great visual experience is complemented by booming stereo sound coming from two front-facing speakers. With the rear 2MP camera you can snap away, record your lessons or create your videos for school assignments. The 2MP front camera is perfect to chat on Skype with your classmates.

Windows for education

The new Windows brings together everything you do across all your devices whether in the classroom, at home or on the go. Windows allows you to create your own experience that fits perfectly with the way you live and study.
Aspire Switch 10 E

- Easy Click 2-in-1 device
- Versatile four modes design: touch, type, view and share
- Sophisticated fabric pattern on the top cover
- Up to 11 hours battery life
- Dual web-camera